CHAPTER III
THE EARLY OR MAINLY ORAL STAGE
the course of the English teaching in the high school
falls roughly into three main stages. In the first the
work is mainly oral—hearing and speaking practice
predominate, with exercises in reading or writing which
as they begin, take off, as it were, from the language
already familiar to the pupil's ear and voice.
In the second or intermediate stage the language
teaching centres round the reading book which supplies-
most of the matter for speech and writing and for such
grammatical drill as is necessary.
The third or specifically high department stage
differs from the middle stage in the greater range and
, freedom of choice for language exercises. The*pupil is,
expected to leave the high school able to speak and
write independently of special preparation and on any
topics of ordinary interest that may occur to him. Conse-
quently an attempt has to be made at this stage, if at
all, to break away from the limitations of the reader and
to encourage exercises in speaking and writing on matter
drawn not only from the text of the reader, but from
experiences, actual or imagined, outside it but still
within the range of ordinary life. At the same time
wider reading will be encouraged as individual pupils,
become capable of it, and some definite approach may
be possible with selected pupils towards»teaching them
to appreciate some English literature, though with the
majority of pupils, schools, and teachers, to attempt to
teach, litei^ture would t)e>waste of time.
It is with the first stage that this chapter is concerned
primarily, though in some cases it will not be convenient,
nor will it make for clearness, to restrict our discussion
severely to the first year or two of English, and it must
always be remembered that there is no sudden line of
demarcation between the three stages so far distinguished.

